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Quote of the Century: “Today’s European politicians
. . . are Test-tube Politicians…”
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Region: Europe

Dimitrios  Konstantakopoulos  Provides  The  Most  Accurate  Description  Of  European
Politicians:

“Today’s  European  politicians  .  .  .  are  ‘test-tube  politicians,’  who  haven’t
emerged  from  a  process  of  significant  political  battles  with  worthy  political
oppnents, but have instead risen to power through the manipulations conjured
by  the  strong  players  of  the  financial  capital  system,  with  the  objective  to
control the political elite of the European continent. They are more employees
than  they  are  politicians.  Moreover,  their  programme  is  not  for  public
disclosure.  Should they discuss in public what they really want to achieve, or
rather what the bankers who appointed them want to achieve, even the stones
will cry out in Europe in protest against them!

“Today’s European politicians are the product of a very particular historical
period which started with the collapse of the European left and its integration
into the established status quo and especially with the collapse of the USSR.
They  are  also  the  product  of  decades  of  successful  ‘filtering’  of  European
politics and of a very successful strategy of ‘entryism’ into the political elites,
using  in  particular  generalized  corruption  and  the  possibility  to  blackmail
anybody, by the financial capital and by the most extremist representatives of
the  deep  American  state,  organised  around  a  ‘neol iberal’  and
‘neoconservative’  core  respectively.”

Athens, 3 July 2015
Konstantakopoulos.blogspot.com
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